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Back on Dec 11, 2017



Back on Dec 11, 2017



Back on Dec 11, 2017



Suddenly, this happened:



A Reddit user “Deepfakes” started posting 
AI driven fake celebrity NSFW videos 

?



They also released the code. You 
needed to be a coder to use it.

?



But then, an app came out, so anyone 
could do it



And everybody flipped out



Feb 2018 is when searches peaked for:
“deepfake” (blue line)



That’s about as popular as
“how to poach an egg” (red line)



And literally 20-100X less popular than:
“Kanye” (yellow line)



Hyper realistic AI generated synthetic 
media is coming at an accelerating pace



And it will start to impact your day job, 
much like fake news



My goals in this session:

☑ Raise awareness of AI generated 
     synthetic media

☑ Suggest coping tools

☑ Make superfluous use of gifs



But first, why 
am I giving 
this talk?



I come from an engineering/startup 
background, not AI research

Engineering peon Started and sold a 
startup

Worked for founder of 
Lotus 123

Started and sold 
another startup Helped grow from 

50 to 700 people

Built one of 
Seattle’s 

earliest startup 
communities



Currently, my day job is to 
commercialize AI research:



In the last year, I’ve worked on several 
applications of AI:

Analyzing 
contracts to 

extract 
meaning



In the last year, I’ve worked on several 
applications of AI:

Finding 
anatomical parts 

in ultrasound 
images



In the last year, I’ve worked on several 
applications of AI:

Identifying 
vehicles and 
buildings in 

satellite imagery



In the last year, I’ve worked on several 
applications of AI:

And AI generated 
synthetic media

Deepfakes!!!



I know what you’re thinking...



Large computer graphics market, e.g.:
75% of Ikea’s catalog is rendered (2014)



Most car commercials are shot without 
the car (2016)



Retail ready 
images 

produced from 
photos of cloth

(2018)



Ok… so why am I giving this talk?



Created some bumpin’ demos swapping 
the faces of two TV hosts

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1LsvM_uCVYeVGIOlFJ_64rxTRMPyd7FCw/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1fse4JdEoCkpENGdF7piiBHPHloNnEm5I/preview


Released the tooling I built on top of 
existing Deepfakes code



And wrote an informative post explaining 
it all, and more



#2 on Google 
for “Deepfakes”

And suddenly, my post “went viral”



Journalists started to call...
Yes, it’s a 

problem, but 
let’s stay calm

I see, so you’re 
saying we’re 

doomed?



And Buzzfeed asked me to
comment in their Netflix documentary:



And got me a speaking slot at AMIA 
Conf 2018!



And 2 days ago, Fallon and Oliver saw it!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cf3Q4Xq6eeI&t=43


In, summary:

I am not an expert, but have some 
experience with this technology.



So what exactly 
are Deepfakes?



It’s not your gramma’s face swap



There are plenty of apps for that



There are plenty of apps for that



Nor is it your gramma’s video face swap

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1zOI4DgMXuiC09QzbTm4_hbITYo8VC3KZ/preview


But I’m talking about cutting edge, 
Hollywood grade CGI:



Which could even be done 24 years ago:



What’s new? The power of “Aaaa Iiiii”



Translation: anyone can create hyper 
realistic fake videos



And they can do it at SCALE



For example, the second (third?) coming 
of Nic Cage’s career



More Nic Cage



And even this madness

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_OqMkZNHWPo


To summarize, “Deepfakes” refers to:

AI based tech to create 
hyper realistic videos with 
minimal skill, and at scale.

“AI generated synthetic media”



How do 
they work?



How to make a video face swap
the old way



How to Make a Deepfake - Step 1/3

Download and setup 
face swap app or code.



How to Make a Deepfake - Step 2/3

Get lots of photos and videos of both people.



How to Make a Deepfake - Step 3/3

Click “Train” button and wait 24-72 hours.



THAT’S IT!!



If things don’t work, get more data.



How does the algorithm work?



First: an image can be represented as a 
grid of numbers



So generating an image, means generating 
a grid of numbers and displaying them



Manipulating an image, means 
adding/subtracting/multiplying/dividing 

those numbers

Image

Filter



Images can be shrunk by throwing away 
information, or expanded by generating it



Stack these together to create a beast 
of a neural network with millions of 

parameters



Capture (encode) the 
essence of the image

?



Train the network:compare it’s output 
with what was expected,  

Wanted this Got this

Calculate the 
difference between 

expected and 
predicted, and 
adjust weights.

This is “training”



Training means comparing the output, 
with desired, and trying again



After many iterations, it will eventually 
learn the right “parameters” to tweak 

the input into the desired output



Deepfakes: Train 1 encoder, 2 decoders



Finally, swap the decoders and voila!



That was an autoencoder. 
More popular now is the 

generative adversarial network, or GAN.



GANs are a hot research area



What can 
Deepfakes 
do today?



Lip Syncing



Live Puppeting

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1WDvRJPOXcgSSURgaaQRdrH1AIk_weAD-/preview


Impact of Audio + Video is huge

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQ54GDm1eL0&t=35


Dancing

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCBTZh41Ris&t=160


Real Celebrity Face Generation



Face to Emoji



Changing Emotion, Hair, Age



Transforming Summer to Winter and 
Day to Night



Generating life like audio



Aren’t Deepfakes 
going to be 
terrible for 
society?



Synthetic porn for sale on pastebin



Sextortion



Btw, she changed the law. What a hero!



Political instability



Denying real video



Jeopardizing witness video authenticity



Are there any 
constructive 
uses for 
Deepfakes?



Special effects: Leia by “Derp Fakes”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RiBqZoVe92U&t=42


Bringing back old favorites



Enhancing video games



Enhancing low res images



Filling in gaps



Education: legendary physics lectures 
by Feynman himself? 



It’s not too late for Neil Degrasse Tyson!



Interact with history
or deceased loved ones



Create digital avatars for VR/AR 
applications (1 selfie → avatar!)



ART
AI Portrait fetches $432,500 (43x estimate)



What should we 
do to prepare 
for a post 
Deepfakes 
world?



Educate: raise awareness.



Regulate: applications, not research

Making 
viruses is not 
illegal. 
Distributing 
them is.



Detection

Dr. Hany Farid
UC Berkeley



Distribution: the most clickbaity thing



Authenticity from Source



Thank you!

For more, Google: “Exploring Deepfakes”

Gaurav Oberoi
goberoi@twitter/gmail/medium


